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This report presents data from a national study of
118 Industry/University Cooperative Research (IUCR)
projects supported by the National Science Foundation.
Questionnaire responses were gathered from 226 indus
try and university scientists working on these projects.
The purpose of the study was to describe how IUCR
projects develop, how they are implemented, and dis
cover what project features coniributed to successful
technical and organizational outcomes.

In general the variables that seemed to contribute
to all aspects of project success were those related to
interpersonal interaction. The IUCR program was con
ceived as building on dialogue between university and
industry scientists; this study uncovered abundant evi
dence that this desigo approach was realized in practice.

As a point of departure, it seems clear that these
IUCR projects rested on a previous existing founda
tion of social and professional exchange. Prior rela
tionships between the university and industry partici
pants were extensive, with consulting relationships
being particularly important. These were relatively
senior scientists, and in many cases their prior rela
tionships were of many years standing. These previ
ous contacts spanned the gamut; collegiality, friendship,
joint authorship, faculty-student relationships.

This pre-existing network of interactions was essential
to initiating the work, and contributed to interaction
during the course of the projects. Frequent and infor
mal interaction in implementation seemed a crucial
ingredient in all aspects of project success for both
university and industry scientists. It also contributed
to their learning how to cooperate with the other sector.
Phone calls, meetings, "bull sessions," and personnel
exchanges were integral parts of these projects.

The university participants did play more of a lead
ership role in initiating the projects, and in perform
ing the various research tasks. In fact, university impetus
iu project initiation was seen by both university and
industry participants as an important correlate of per
ceived commercial outcomes such as improvements
in products and processes. Also important in project
initiation were the NSF program and NSF staff. Most
of these projects would not have been undertaken as
cooperative efforts in the absence of NSF funding,
and NSF staff were often crucial in brokering the rela
tionship between the investigators or informing them
about the program.

Both university and industry scientists were gener
ally pleased with their participation, and there was a
high degree of consensus about goals that could or
should be achieved in the projects. This satisfaction
tended to be a function of the intraproject "networking"
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Executive Summary

interaction alluded to above. University scientists were
slightly more optimistic about the likelihood of achieving
commercial outcomes (e.g., improvements in products
or industrial processes); both groups felt that improve
ments in instrumentation and methods would likely
result from the projects.

Interesting results emerged pertaining to the nature
of the scientific inquiry conducted in these projects.
A majority of both university and industry scientists
felt that improved research projects would result from
participation in the projects. Moreover, perceived
changes in research topics and issues seemed to result
from participation, particularly so for university sci
entists.

For the industry scientists, changes in the science
seemed to be correlated with commercial advances.
scholarly output, and general satisfaction; in this group
all of the various outcomes-publications, product!
process improvements, and general satisfaction-tended
to be interrelated. This was less so for university
scientists.

The factors that were correlated with the nature
and results of the research performed also centered
around interpersonal interaction. For example, major
factors correlating with written scholarly output in
cluded the .degree of interpersonal contact and the
amount of intellectual exchange. In the case of changes
in research topic and method, the amount of interac
tion was again important. Prior interaction was m.ore
important for firm scientists; interaction during the
project was more important for university scientists.

Commercial outcomes in the form of project/process
improvement were heavily contingent for industry
scientists on relationships within their firm. To the
extent that "significant others" (e.g., top R&D plan
ning and management and production staff) were aware
of and involved in the project, the more likely com
mercial outcomes were anticipated. Similarly, the actual
exchange of personnel between the two sites seemed
to be associated with commercial outcomes for indus
try respondents. Industry scientists with prior personal
links to the participating university (e.g., as former
students) seemed to be attached to projects in which
there were greater expectations of commercial out
comes.

In summary, participation in IUCR Projects seemed
to have had a significant effect on the individual scien
tists and their respective organizations. Overall, it
appears that the theoretical orientation of the univer
sity reacted synergistically with the more practical
concerns of industry scientists and yielded both schol
arly outcomes and perception of commercial success,





Introduction

This report presents results of a national survey of
university and industry scientists who have been
involved in Industry/University Cooperative Research
(IUCR) projects supported by the National Science
Foundation. The study represents an instance of
"research-an-research" in the Federal Government.
The IUCR program was selected as the focus of this
study because it is a major component of NSF efforts
to link university and industrial science. The innova
tive nature of the IUCR program, the interest in how
IUCR proj ects operate and the results they produce.
and an increasing general concern with issues of
university/industry research cooperation, provided
impetus for this study.

The Industry/University Cooperative Research Proj
ects program of the Division of Industrial Science &
Technological Innovation [ISTI) is an organizational
innovation in itself. The program sponsors research
projects in the physical, biological, and engineering
sciences. all of which are performed jointly by univer
sity and industrial scientists. Proj ects focus on funda
mental science, but are also expected to be relevant
to industrial operations and technology development.
The program is designed to sensitize researchers in
both sectors to the research goals, practices. and priori
ties in the collaborating organization. The expectation
is that-the projects will change the nature of inquiry
in both university and industrial research. and ulti
mately enhance both the quality of basic science and
the pace of industrial innovation.

The extent to which these projects have in fact pro
duced changes in the conduct of research in collabo
rating organizations is a primary focus of this study.
Heretofore the lack of retrospective or real-time data
on program operations or impact has precluded defini
tive statements about IUCR on these issues. This report
will present data which can significantly enhance an
understanding of the process and results of industry
university collaboration, and also add to the litera
ture on innovation processes and organizational be
havior.

Overview of Assessment Activities

This study is one component of a three-part assess
ment of the IUCR Projects Program. The first phase of
that assessment was a descriptive analysis of 118grants
awarded in FY 1978-80. the first three years of pro-
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OVERVIEW OF THESTUDY

gram operations. Information on grants, participants
and their organizations was obtained from archival
sources, primarily grant files. The study was completed
in April, 1982.' Other parts of the assessment Include
the structured survey of university and industry re
searchers reported here. and a set of case studies of
representative projects.' The latter volume presents a
qualitative description of the same phenomena which
the current study examines quantitatively.

Issues and Questions

While much has been made of the importance of
knowledge transfer and dissemination inthe innova
tion process,' there have been few organized attempts
to influence that process on a significant scale. The
IUCR program is one of a very few Federalefforts to
create explicit bridges between the world of acade
mia and the world of commerce. A major premise of
the program is that university basic science can be
improved by expanded awareness of technical prob
lems and opportunities in industry and correspond
ingly that industrial science can be enriched by link
age to basic research. The issue. of course. has become
how to facilitate this reciprocal knowledge relation
ship between university and industry organizations.
The IUCR program attempts to encourage and increase
such interorganizational interaction.

Within the short history of the program there have
been both recurrent themes and considerable vari
ability in how IUCR projects evolve, and in the technical
and intellectual successes achieved. The purpose of
this study was to describe how IUCR projects usually
develop. and, if possible. discover what project fea
tures contributed to successful technical and organiza
tional outcomes,

1 Elmima C. Johnson, Louis G. Tornatzky, Patti Witte, and Claire
Felbinger, Assessment of the Industry/University Cooperative HeR
search Program (IUCR): Interim Report 1,·Descriptive Analysis
of Projects FY 1978~1980 (Washington, D. C.:National Science Foun-
dation, 198Z). .

2 Elmima C. Johnson, Louis G. Tornatzky, and Lynne Schlaaff,
Cooperative Science: Case Studies {Washington, D, C,: National
Science Foundation, 198~).

3 Louis G. Tomatzky, J. D. Eveland, Myles G. Boylan, William A
Hetzner, Elmima C. Johnson, David Reitman, and Janet Schneider,
The Process of Technological Innovation: Reviewing the Literc
ture [Washington, D. C.: National Science. Foundation, 19(13).pp.
155-175.



In designing the study, it became clear that there is
minimal empirical information on university-industry
research interaction. An earlier review by the authors
indicated that there were some useful concepts that
could be borrowed from organizational sociology but
few findings.' As a result, the selection of variables
and variable domains for this study was less focused
than it might have been in a more mature area of
inquiry. However, our reading of the literature sug
gested several sets of factors which seemed useful to
examine.

For one, we were interested in the demographics of
participants. What kind of scientists, from what kind
of institutions, became involved in cooperative projects?
Were they "outliers" or well-known investigators?

A related issue concerned the prior history of inter
action between participants. Could it be assumed that
the IUCR program itself fostered research interaction
between former strangers, or rather that it served as a
catalyst after a long prior history of intellectual ex
change? Similarly, what was the "track record" of
cross-sector interaction between the participating
institutions?

We were also interested in the initiation of the par
ticular IUCR project. How did the principals hear about
the program? What role did NSF staff play? Would
the project have been implemented or even consid
ered in the absence of an IUCR program? Who took
the initiative in constructing the research project and
proposal?

The management of these projects was also important.
Given that the participants were by definition sepa
rated by affiliation and geography, how did this affect
project management, group dynamics, and communi
cation patterns? A particularly important aspect of
this line of inquiry was how the two sets of investiga
tors-university and industry-coordinated their activi
ties and divided their responsibilities.

Finally, we were interested in the outcomes of IUCR
projects. We were interested not only in intellectual
and technical outcomes, but in possible commercial
results. To what extent could new products or pro
cesses be expected to result in the cooperating com
pany? What contributions to general science might
result? Within the general category ofeffects was the
question of how participation changed the participants
themselves. Did university scientists become more
aware of industrial needs and operations, and vice
versa? Did scientists and students alter their career
directions?

4 Elmima C. Johnson and Louis G. Tornatzky, "Academia and Indus
trial Innovation," in New Directions for Experiential Learning: Busl
ness and Higher Education-Toward New Alliances, ed. by G.
Gold (San Francisco. California: [casey-Baas, 1981),pp. 50-53.
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Methods and Procedures

Design

The study was a structured mail survey of the uni
versity and industry scientists involved in 118 IUCR
projects. The purpose was to determine the nature of
the relationships and activities involved in IUCR pro
jects and to document the results realized by both
university and industry participants.

Sample and Respondents

The sample of projects consisted of 118 IUCR awards
made by NSF during Fiscal Years 1978-1980. Respon
dents were the 236 university and firm principal
researchers involved in those 118 IUCR projects. A
total of 226 or 96 percent of the researchers actually
returned completed questionnaires.

In those cases where more than one university or
firm researcher shared equally in the research tasks
at his or her organization, one individual was desig
nated as the "respondent of record" for the study.
The primary criteria for this designation were whether
an individual had been identified as the official Prin
cipal Investigator (PI) by either the NSF Division of
Grants and Contracts or the collaborating PI, and how
much time was spent on the project.

Instruments

Separate data collection instruments roughly paral
lel in format and content were constructed for the
university and industry respondents.' The university
questionnaire was 18 pages in length, covered 50
questions, and measured 141 specific variables; the
industry questionnaire was 20 pages in length, encom
passed 60 questions, and measured 162 variables. (See
Appendices A and B].

The questions were organized into six categories of
data: 1) descriptive information on participating scien
tists (education, research experience, current position);
2) prior relationships between the university and indus
try participants and cross-sector work experience; 3)
factors influencing the initiation of the project; 4) project
management and decision-making; 5) the nature of
the research relationship; and 6) project benefits and
outcomes-technical, organizational, personal.

Data Collection Procedures

Contact with the university and industry research
ers was initially made by the NSF program manager
who had responsibility in that scientific area. (Prior to
the initiation of the study the program managers had
been briefed and their cooperation solicited.) This initial

50MB Clearance (3145-0076) was granted in August, 1982.



phone contact' briefly described the nature and pur
pose of the study. Subsequently, there was a call from
study staff confirming respondents' willingness to
participate. A questionnaire was then mailed with an
explanatory cover letter. Follow-up mailings and calls
were made as needed to maximize the response rate.
A total of 226 of the researchers returned completed
questionnaires (a 96percent response rate).'

Coding Procedures

A 303-item coding protocol was developed for the
six categories of data. Three persons were. involved
part time in the data collection and coding processes
over the course of the project. They were randomly
assigned questionnaires to code and each question
naire was coded by two persons. Variables were gen
erally structured as dichotomous, ordinal, or interval

6 Some principal investigators were initially contacted by letter,
although the vast majority received a brief phone contact.

7 There was only one project in which neither the university nor the
industry researcher responded.
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scales or questions. More than 34,000 individual data
points were coded. A mean interrater reliability of 99
percent, computed as a percent of perfect agreement
on each item, was maintained.

Analysis and Presentation of Results

Two general types of analyses were performed on
the survey data. One effort was primarily descriptive
in nature, attempting to capture the "typical" IU.cR
project. Embedded in this approach weresome com
parative analyses of university versus industry response
patterns. The descriptive analyses are reported in Chap
ter 2, with a summary of results at the end of the
chapter.

A second set of analyses attempted to make rela
tional statements about what seemed to predict "out
comes" of interest to researchers. To accomplish this
purpose, various data reduction techniques we~e
employed [e.g., factor analyses) to collapse the huge
array of descriptive variables to a workable number.
These were in turn separated into independent and
dependent variable sets and subjected to correlational
analyses. These analyses are presented in Chapter 3,
with a summary of findings at the end of the chapter.



Chapter 2

DESCRIPTIVE RESULTS

Prior Relationships

It is clear from these data that the principal investi
gators were well acquainted with each other prior to
the initiation of the project. Further, the university
scientists as a group had a variety of industrial work
experiences [e.g., consultancies]. some of them with
the collaborating firm. The seed of the collaborative
relationship had already been planted; the IUCR pro
gram permitted its growth. (see Table 2)

University Respondents. University IUCR team mem
bers had a variety of contacts with industry prior to
the initiation of the IUCR project: across all projects
in the sample, 81 percent of team members had had
consultancies; 52 percent had had prior research
contracts; and 50 percent had been involved in indus
trial student placement activities. In contrast, only 13
percent had been involved in faculty exchange pro
grams with industry. The majority of principal investiga
tors (79 percent) had prior contact with some member
of the collaborating industrial team at least several
times a year.

contrast to their academic experiences these scien
tists had limited industry exposure; 52 percent had
never been employed full-time in industry since com
pleting their terminal degree.

These scientists also had previous experience with
federal grant programs. Seventy-five percent had been
involved in previous NSF grants; 74 percent had served
as the principal investigator on NSF grants. In addi
tion 74 percent had received at least one grant from
another government agency within the last five years.

Industry Respondents. The company researchers had
been employed in industry an average of 16 years and
had worked in R&D an average of 15 years, 13 of
them with their current firm. Eighty percent held the
doctorate degree, with 19 percent having earned a
degree or taken courses at the collaborating university.

These were primarily senior scientists. Eighty per
cent ranked 1-5 levels below the CEO and 90 percent
ranked 1-4 levels below the chief technical officer.
They held supervisory positions. Sixty percent had up
to four persons reporting directly to them, while there
was an average of 13 persons reporting to them through
subordinates. In contrast to the university scientists,
the industrial researchers (83 percent) generally had
no previous NSF grant experience.

N ~ 112

Industry
Scientists

N ~ 114

University
ScientistsDescriptor

-~--------------

No. Years Employed in Field
(MElon) .................... 18 16

No. Years with Current
Organization (Mean) ........ 14 13

Associate/Full Professor ....... 94%
Department AdministratortChair 35%
Previous Employment in Industry

(F-T) ...................... 52%
Mean Number of Persons

Supervised ................. - 13
Degree/Courses at Collaborating

University .................. - 19%
Previous NSF Grant Experience 75% 17%

Researcher Descriptors

A total of 236 researchers were involved as princi
pal investigators in IUCR projects. This included one
industry researcher and one university researcher work
ing collaboratively in 118 projects. Both groups were
experienced researchers and established mid- to upper
level professionals in their respective fields and
organizations. Both the university and industry scien
tists were rich in prior administrative and research
management experience. The majority had minimal
full-time work experience in the other sector. (Research
er characteristics are summarized in Table 1.)

University Respondents. These scientists had spent
an average of 18years working in academic settings
and had been employed at their current institutions
an average of 14 years. The overwhelming majority of
them (94 percent) had achieved the rank of associate
or full professor and had held this position for an
average of 10 years. Thirty-five percent had been a
chairperson or administrator in their department. In

Table 1
Researcher Characteristics

This chapter will provide a summary of descriptive
findings in each of the six data categories. The intent
is to portray the typicallUCR proj ect, and to highlight
important contrasts between university and industry
responses. Each of the sections that follow will ini
tially present a brief summary of findings, and then
present a more detailed exposition of descriptive results.
An overall summary of descriptive results is at the
end of the chapter.
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Industry Respondents. The majority of industry sci
entists (70 percent) had prior personal contact (at least
several times a year) with some member of the univer
sity team. In addition their firms had supported IUCR
university team members in a variety of activities.
These included: consulting relationships (50 percent
of the firms): student placement (26 percent): faculty
contract research (19 percent); student thesis research
(19 percent); and faculty exchange (15percent).

Initiation of the Collaboration

Three themes emerge from the data on project
initiation: 1) the crucial role played by the NSF pro
gram and NSF personnel: 2) the lead role often played
by university researchers in initiating the project: and 3)
the fairly routine nature of the approval process for
the project by the industrial as well as academic
organizations. (see Table 3)

University Respondents. The university scientists
learned of the NSF program from three principal
sources: NSF personnel (57 percent); a university col
league (20 percent): or an industry colleague (19
percent). Other sources of information included NSF
program announcements. and professional journals.

Table 2
Prior Relationships Between

Participants/Organizations

The university researchers also saw themselves as
instrumental in initiation of the projects: 37 percent
of university respondents felt they had taken the lead
in project initiation: 52 percent said it evolved from
mutual discussions with industry: and. only 11 percent
gave primary credit to the firm. Considering the data
in another light, the university researchers saw thsm
selves as a primary or co-equal initiator in the vast
majority (89 percent) of cases. The majority (69 percent)
further stated that this type of collaborative research
would not have been undertaken by their university
in the absence of the IVCR Projects program,pointing
out the crucial brokering function of NSF.

Once the decision was made to submit a joint grant
the approval process was fairly routine. In fact 94
percent of the university scientists indicated thaI: this
process was not substantially different from that used
in normal grants.

Industry Respondents. Sixty-one percent of the indus
try scientists listed a university colleague asa source
of information about the IUCR projects program. Almost
equal numbers listed NSF personnel and a firm col
league as additional sources of information (22 per
cent and 25 percent respectively). Some respondents
listed more than one source of information.

As with the university scientists, close to one-half of
industry researchers (47 percent) felt the project evolved
from mutual discussion. The second largest group [39
percent) gave credit to the university, while only 15
percent indicated that the firm initiated the project.
This group also saw the IUCR program as playing a
significant role in facilitating these collaborative efforts.
That is, 72 percent indicated their firm would not have
initiated the project in the absence of the IUCR program.

The approval process within the firm was also fairly
routine, with 63 percent of the investigators indicating
that it was not substantially different from that em
ployed with non-collaborative projects. At least two
higher levels of approval were needed in 73 percent
of the cases.

70%
50%
19%
26%
19%
15%

Industry
Scientists/

Firms

13%

79%
81%
52%
50%

University
Team

Members

Prior Contact with Collaborating
Team .

Consultancies .
ResearchContracts .
Industrial Student Placement .
StudentThesisResearch .
FacultyExchange .

Activity

NSF Brokering Role

Initiation of the Project

Table 3
Initiation of the Collaboration

University .
Industry .

University .
Industry , , .

Major/Equal
University

Role

89%
86%

Yas

69%
72%

Major/Equal
Industry

Role

11%
14%

No

31%
28%

Project Management and Decision-Making

In considering project management, it should be real
ized that each project was usually comprised of two
subsets of activities under a common umbrella. There
was concurrence across respondent groups on the for
mulation of research tasks and primary managerial
and intellectual tasks. That is, both university and indus
try scientists saw task formulation primarily as a respon
sibility of the principal investigators with some team
input. Both groups identified their major management
functions as prioritizing team objectives and.disserni
nating team results, and their primary intellectual
functions, in addition to contributing new ideas', as
encouraging and evaluating team member ideas. How-
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ever, researcher involvement in major R&D tasks dif
fered significantly between groups, with the univer
sity investigators reporting more involvement in all
tasks.

University Respondents. These were relatively small
research teams with 96 percent of the projects having
three or less faculty actively participating in the
research at one time; fifty-nine percent of the pro
jects had only one faculty member involved.

According to the university respondents the research
tasks were formulated primarily by the principal investi
gators in 55 percent of the teams, devised through
team discussion in 25 percent of the teams, and self
assigned by individual team members in 6 percent of
the cases. Major input was solicited from other disci
plines in only 11 percent of the grants. Work priorities
for team members were determined primarily by the
principal investigators in 83 percent of the projects.
Similarly, task assignment in 86 percent of the pro
jects was either made by the team leader alone or
with a senior team member. This hierarchical deci
sion structure follows usual academic practice in that
non-faculty team members were primarily graduate
students using the IVCR proj ect as their dissertation
research, with the university investigator serving as
the advisor.

In terms of management duties the university re
searchers saw their three most important functions as
supervising the team's work (64 percent). prioritizing
team objectives (49 percent). and disseminating team
products/results (46 percent). Joint management activi
ties (with industry) were perceived as covering an
average of 42 percent of the research tasks.

The intellectual functions highlighted as the three
top tasks by university investigators focused on idea
gener'aiion: encouraging team members to contribute
new ideas (82 percent). evaluating team member ideas
(60 percent) and consulting others for new ideas (34
percent) .

Industry Respondents. The industry teams were also
relatively small in size; 89 percent had no more than
four persons involved in each project. The make-up
of these teams included central R&D staff in 60 per
cent of the grants, divisional R&D staff in 36 percent
of the grants and engineering/technical staff in 42 per
cent of the grants. An average of 8 percent of the
grants had representatives from the corporate planning,
marketing or production staffs.

The industry respondents paralleled their univer
sity counterparts in describing how research tasks were
formulated. That is, the tasks were devised primarily
by the principal investigators in 53 percent of the grants,
devised through team discussion in 21 percent of the
grants, and planned by individual team members in 5
percent of the grants. The university principal investiga
tors assigned tasks in 83 percent of the cases, with
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collective team decisions on tasks made infrequently
(16percent).

There were further similarities in the managerial
functions engaged in by the industrial and university
scientists. The company scientists agreed that priori
tizing team objectives (50 percent) and disseminating
team products/results (37 percent) were two of three
top managerial functions. Their third most important
managerial function was evaluating team work (38
percent) rather than team supervision. These scien
tists also agreed with their university colleagues that
approximately one-half of the work (45 percent) in
volved shared management responsibilities.

Regarding tntellectual duties, the industrial scientists'
top three choices paralleled those of their academic
counterparts: encouraging team members to contrib
ute new ideas (65 percent). evaluating team member
ideas (55 percent). and consulting others for new ideas
(30percent).

Both groups of respondents were asked to indicate
the degree of their involvement in major R&D activities:
research design, problem formulation, data collection
and analysis, report writing, administration and per
sonnel decisions. As seen in Table 4, the university
scientists compared with their industry colleagues
reported a higher level of involvement in all areas
and these differences were statistically significant for
ten of the fourteen specific activities. These findings
strongly suggest that the university researchers played a
more active role in the research projects. While the
research relationship is collaborative it is clearly not
equal.

Project Coordination and Communication

The research collaboration was maintained through
frequent and informal interaction between participants.
For a majority of the participants there were contacts
at least several times a month, and phone calls and
informal meetings accounted for most of the interac
tion (approximately 90 percent of each group used
both). In general there was no clear pattern as to who
initiated these contacts, although the university respon
dents somewhat overestimated their role as communi
cation facilitators. Less frequently utilized by both
groups were letters/memos and formal project meetings.
Meeting sites were almost equally divided between
the university and the firm, and in the maj ority of
projects at least one team member from each group
worked at the collaborating site.

Communication and reporting relationships exter
nal to the project differed between industry and uni
versity researchers. To illustrate, only 35 percent of
the university scientists were required to submit proj
ect reports to anyone in their university, while 76 per
cent of the company researchers were required to
submit formal reports covering project activities. Ninety-



Table4
Degree of Researcher Involvement in Project Activities'

Very Very
R&DActivity High High Medium Low Low

IdentifyInterestAreal University 90 8 1 - 1 100%

Industry 73 19 8 1 1 100%

Literature Review' University 21 38 27 8 5 100%

Industry 14 27 38 14 9 100%

ProblemDefinition2 University 85 11 2 3 - 100%

Industry 57 31 9 1 2 100%

Determine Methods University 46 35 14 5 - 100%

Industry 33 35 28 2 2 100%

Formulate Hypotheses2 University 61 31 8 1 1 100%

Industry 30 39 22 8 4 100%

Research Design University 53 33 10 4 - 100%

Industry 41 38 16 4 1 100%

Data Collection University 10 24 24 25 17 100%

Industry 11 20 26 23 22 100%

AnalyzePesults2 University 45 38 15 2 - 100%

Industry 33 35 18 9 5 100%

ReportWriting2 University 54 30 14 1 1 100%

Industry 29 26 24 10 12 100%

Administration/ University 45 30 15 6 5 100%
Budget2

Industry 18 22 23 19 18 100%

WorkAllocation' University 34 29 26 6 6 100%

Industry 13 35 30 11 10 100%

Coordination University 26 22 23 17 12 100%

Industry 14 32 23 19 12 100%

Personne/ 2 University 49 20 13 9 8 100%

Industry 18 14 24 20 25 100%

Equipment Selection 2 University 29 28 27 8 7 100%

Industry 11 31 27 17 14 100%

* The t testswere computed on the basisof differentscores-university minus
Industry-for each project.
1 p<!O;.05
2 p c .001

four percent of industry scientists reported that the
top R&D officials in their company were at least aware
of the project's existence, and in 51 percent of the
projects they were at a minimum kept informed of the
general progress of the project. Internal requests for
project information averaged four per grant for both
groups. Both groups also received more requests from
external sources. which tended to focus on the techni
cal nature of the research rather than administrative
or operational issues,
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Project Benefits and Outcomes

In considering the outcomes of these IUCR projects.
it should be realized that there were results common
to both industrial and university participants, and other
outcomes unique to each group. Moreover, the results
achieved at this point in time-early in the research
and development process-were more in the nature
of estimates by the respondents. However.there""ere
some interesting differences in perceptions aboutout
comes between university and industry scientists.

Tangible Products. A number of intellectual and other
outputs were produced in conjunction with the IUCR
projects. The total written products reported across
all projects are reported in Table 5.

University scientists reported a statistically signifi
cant larger number of books and articles published in
the open literature. Two explanations for these differ
ences are possible: either university scientists are in
fact producing more books and articles, or. they are
simply providing a more complete record than their
industrial counterparts. The previously reported greater
involvement of university versus industrial scientists
in report-writing activities (Table 4) may explain this
outcome. In addition the reward structure for univer
sity scientists emphasizes publications, i.e., "publish
or perish," and results are consistent with what one
would expect from this set of incentives.

Participants were also asked to indicate the number
of prototypes and other undocumented products pro
duced in their organizations. None of these differ
ences was statistically significant. The reported results
are given in Table 6.

Goal Congruity and Compatibility. The primary goal
of the IUCR Projects Program is the advancement of
basic scientific and engineering knowledge. While it
is clear that basic scientific knowledge, is enhanced

TableS
Written Products Resulting from IUCR Projects'

Researchers
University Industry-

Books[including editorshipj1 20 8
Scientific or technical articles

published intheopen literature'Z 642 364
Patentsor patent applications 17 13
Algorithms, blueprints. flowcherts,

drawings, etc. 225 400
Reviews and bibliographies

published in the open literature 37 24
Internal reports on work

pertaining to the project 225 242

"Ihe t testswere computed on the basisof differentscores-cunlveralty minus
industry-for each project.
I p<!O;.05.
2p<!o;.001.



Researchers
University Industry

*The t tests were computeo on tne casts OT unrerent scores-university mmus
industry-for each project.

Table 6
Prototype/Undocumented Products Resulting

from IUCR Projects·

through project activities, the immediate goals of the
participants in any particular project appear to be
somewhat more direct. Respondents were asked to
rate the importance of eleven possible project goals,
There was considerable agreement between the uni
versity and industrial respond.ents on the importance
of various project outcomes, According to Table 7 the
three most important goals for both groups were.
identical. They were: 1) the development of patent
able products; 2) the development of commercialized
products; and 3) improvements in manufacturing pro
ceSSE'S. In effect the majority of participants felt proj
ect results would be useful to industry in the long run.
Further, when the goals were ranked from high to low
priority for both groups, the rank order correlation
for the entire list of goals was .75. There were some
minor differences between the university and indus
try ratings, and the difference in the importance of
graduate student technical training was statistically
significant (chi' = 18.668, P " .001). Surprisingly, the
industrial researchers saw the graduate training func
tion as a higher priority goal than did their university
peers. The expansion of technical knowledge ranked
low for both groups, indicating that this was not a direct
priority for the participants in particular projects. When
asked about the importance of the lUCR project in stim
ulating new research projects, 56% of the industrial sci
entists versus 37% of the university scientists rated this
project goal as "extremely" or "considerably important."
This difference was also statistically significant (chi' =
9.359, P " .05).

To summarize, there was a very high degree of goal
congruity among researchers from very different kinds
of institutions. According to the literature on interorg
anizational behavior this compatibility should contrib
ute significantly to successful interaction. (As will be
seen in Chapter 3, correlational analysis tended to
confirm this hypothesis.)

Conduct of Research. One evaluative question about
lUCR concerned its spillover effect on other research
in which the participants are involved. As one result,
the industrial respondent in 53 proj ects reported a
total of 91 new research projects, totaling approxi
mately nine million dollars, which were stimulated
by IUCR project activity. Given that one of the goals
of the IUCR Program is to "leverage" research initia
tives above and beyond the IUCR project per se, these
preliminary data are encouraging.

In addition to this new research activity, both indus
trial and university scientists were optimistic regard
ing the likelihood of improved research projects result
ing from their IUCR involvement; 54 percent of indus
trial respondents and 73 percent of university respon
dents saw this possibility as "almost certain" or "pretty
likely." (Table 8) The fact that a majority of senior
university and industry researchers saw their future
research as being improved as a result of the IUCR
collaboration speaks well for the Program.

As can be seen in Table 8, the university scientists
were even more positive than their industry collabora
tors on the likelihood of improved research resulting
from IUCR involvement. This difference, which was
statistically significant (matched difference t = 3.54, P
" .001) is difficult to explain on the basis of these data
since the exact nature of the expected improvement
was not specified.' However, the data reported in subse
quent tables is suggestive.

The participants were also asked to rate the extent
to which their participation in the projects had changed
research topics and/or research methods in their own
institutions. The results of this inquiry are seen in
Tables 9 and 10. The most noteworthy finding is the
extent to which research topics/issues were affected
in the university setting (Table 9). Approximately half
of the university scientists (48 percent) indicated that
topics shifted either "a lot" or "some." This influence
on research topics was not equally felt by industrial
scientists. Only 30 percent of industry scientists felt
that topics were changed "a lot" or "some." This dif
ference between groups was statistically significant
(chi' = 13.499, P " .01.), and parallels the findings
reported in Table 8. Clearly the IUCR project has its
most pervasive effect on university scientists. In a com
parison of respondents' perceptions of changes in
research methods/procedures, the university-industry
differences were not statistically significant (Table 10).
Both groups indicated that the IUCR project had mod
erate impact in this area.

1:I For a qualitative case study treatment of these issues the reader
is referred to Blmima.C. Johnson, Louis G. Tornatzky, and Lynne
Schlaaff, Cooperative Science: Case Studies (Washington, D. C.:
National Science Foundation, 1984).

126

121
103
128

149

205
187
129
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Table7
Importance of Project Goals/Potential Outcomes'

Extremely Considerably Somewhat Not at af!
Goal/Outcome Important Important Important Important Rank""

Develop Patentable
Products University 67 17 9 6 100%

Industry 66 26 6 2 100%

Develop Commercialized
Products University 57 21 14 9 100% 2

Industry 58 24 10 9 100% 2

Improve Manufacturing
Processes University 48 25 13 14 100% 3

Industry 59 21 10 11 100% 3

Redirect University/
Industry Research to
IndustryIUniverslty
Problems University 17 39 29 15 100% 4

Industry 19 34 31 17 100% 6

Instrumentation
Development University 27 28 28 16 100% 5

Industry 33 27 28 12 100% 4

Enhance Quality of
Industry Research University 12 37 34 17 100% 6

Industry 11 26 44 19 100% 8

Enhance Graduate
Student Understanding
of Industry University 12 33 32 22 100% 7

Industry 10 27 44 19 100% 9

Enhance Quality of
Univarsity Research University 15 28 39 19 100% 8

Industry 11 29 40 20 100% 7

Development of New
Research Projects in
Your Organization University 14 23 35 28 100% 9

Industry 22 34 30 14 100% 5

Enhance Graduate
Student Technical
Training University 4 6 35 56 100% 10

Industry 6 20 44 30 100% 10

General Expansion of
Knowledge in this
Technical Area University 0 2 21 78 100% 11

Industry 0 6 33 61 100% 11---
• Percentages maynottotal100duetorounding.

.. Ranking in order of perceived importance: 1 '" most Important; 11 '" least important.

Table 8 Table 9
Likelihood of Improved Research Projects Changes in Research Topics/Issues

-
Almost Pretty Somewhat Scarcely Hardly
Certain Likely Likely Likely A Lot Some A Little Any

University Researchers 36 37 23 5 University Researchers 17 31 24 28
Industry Researchers 20 34 31 15 Industry Researchers 4 26 28 43

9



Table 10
Changes in Research Methods/Procedures

Table11
Perceived Effect of Project Participation on

Outcomes in Firms'"

Tangible Benefits to the Firm. While definitive eco
nomic returns from the Cooperative Projects Program
probably will not accrue to participating firms for sev
eral years and are not a primary goal of the program,
university and industry scientists were nonetheless
asked if they thought the IUCR project had resulted in
specific outcomes in the firms. These outcomes included
product development or improvement, cost reductions,
and improvements in the company's ability to deal
with government regulations or cooperate with uni
versity scientists. As seen in Table 11 the university
scientists were in general more optimistic than their
company counterparts regarding positive outcomes.
Six of these differences were statistically significant:
"improvements in products and services"; "new prod
ucts developed"; "changes in cost of products"; "re
duction of production costs"; "improvement in pro
cesses and methods of production"; and "improved
product or process design." The optimism of the uni
versity respondents should be taken with some caution,
given the less than overwhelming enthusiasm of their
industrial colleagues, who were, in fact, more knowl
edgeable about industrial realities.

Both groups agreed that the IUeR program had its
greatest effect on the relationships between the two
sectors. That is, 65 percent of the industry scientists
and 60 percent of the university scientists felt project
participation had improved the firm's ability to coop
erate with university scientists. This is a significant
result since one of the major goals of the IUCR proj ect
is to stimulate cooperative research by increasing link
ages between university and industries.

These scientists were further asked to make a prob
ability estimate of future benefits in four areas: 1)
patentable products/technology; 2) commercialized
products/technology; 3) improved instrumentation/
methods; and 4) improvements in manufacturing
processes. The results are presented in Tables 12, 13,
14, and 15.

Table 12 indicates that the vast majority of both
groups saw the possibility of patentable products as
either "somewhat" or "scarcely" likely (76 percent
and 86 percent). This is in spite of the fact that both
groups had indicated that this was an "extremely" or
"considerably important" goal of the research, (e. g.,
Table 7). The difference between university and indus
try respondents scores, by proj ect, was statistically
significant [t = 3.26, P '" .01), with the university respon
dents being more optimistic.

Hardly
A Lot Some A Little Any

"lhe t tests were computed on the basis of different scores-c-untvererty mInus
Industry-for each project.

1 p<.05.
2 p<.01,
3 p < .001.

NolNot
Appll-

Respondent Yes Maybe cable

1QO%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

100%

1000/0

100%

c1000/0

100%

100%

100%

58

72

13

13

53

75

93

95

50

65

51

67

77

83

77

90

69

73

.74

89

18

6

6

3

28

19

26

17

29

21

22

8

17

12

25

19

27

22

30
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2

3

4

3

5

5

7

6

6

8

17

12

23

17

60

65

m, 18

11
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12Industry

Improvements in
products and
services" University

Industry

New productsde
veloped due to
related efforts' University

Industry

Changes in cost of
products to users
(pricechanges of
decreased prod-
uct maintenancepuntveretty

Industry

Reduction of pro-
duction costs- Universitv

Industry

Changes in war
ranty and com
plaints in view of
improvements in
products University

Industry

Improvement in
processes and
methods of pro-
ductlon" I Jnlvpr~itv

Industry

Increased uniformity
of products Universitv

Industry

Improved capability
to deal with gov
ernment regula-
tions Universitv

Industry

Improved product
or process de-
sign2 {lnh/PrfOlitv

Outcome

Improved capability
to cooperate with
university scien-
tists Universitv

Industry

44
43

19
29

27
25

11
4

University Researchers
Industry Researchers
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Table16
Potential Effect of IUCFI Project Success on Rllsealrcher

Prestige Among Organizational Colleag~es

university researchers and 81 percent of the industry
researchers, believed improvements were only "Home
what" or "scarcely likely." This difference between
co-investigator perceptions was also statistically sig
nificant (t = 3.44, P '" .001), again favoring the univer
sity respondents.

In summary, although all four areas were viewed as
important research goals by both groups, they were
most hopeful about tangible benefits throughImproved
instrumentation and methods. The university respon
dents were more optimistic than their industry coun
terparts regarding these various outcomes.

Personal Outcomes. Both groups of scientists agreed
that participation in lUCR would probably have mini,
mal impact on their future promotions, salary, job
assignments or visibility within the organization.
However, as seen in Tables 16 and 17 the majority did
feel that the project would have moderate impact on
their prestige among their peers within their respec
tive organizations and in the larger scientific community.
According to Table 16, participation in a successful
IUCR project was seen as having an appreciable impact
on investigator prestige among their organizational col
leagues for 27 percent of the university scientists and
34 percent of the industry scientists. (This difference
was not statistically significant.)
Table 17 indicates that the investigators perceived that
their prestige among their peers in the larger scien
tific community would be positively affected (41 per
cent for university scientists; 51 percent for industry
scientists.) Although the industry scientists were slightly
more optimistic in this regard, the difference was not
statistically significant.

In terms of student placement, 56 percent of the
university scientists and 46 percent of the industry
scientists thought participation in the project would
result in better personnel recruitment. At the time of

Table12
Likelihood of Patentable Products!Technology

Almost Pretty Somewhat Scarcely
Certain Likely Likely Likely

University Researchers 7 18 34 42
Industry Researchers 4 10 27 59

Table13
Likelihood of Commercialized Products!Technology

Almost Pretty Somewhat Scarcely
Certain Likely Likely Likely

University Researchers 11 15 36 37
Industry Researchers 6 13 27 55

According to Table 13, there were also limited
expectations about the likelihood of commercialized
products resulting from IUCR. University scientists
were somewhat more optimistic than their counter
parts in industry about commercial products emanat
ing from the research (e.g., 26 percent and 19 percent
rate the probability as "pretty likely" or "almost
certain"), and the difference between university and
industry respondent scores, by proj ect, was statisti
cally significant [t = 3.58, P '" .001), with the univer
sity respondents again expecting more positive tangi
ble outcomes. Both group had indicated in Table 7
that this was also an "extremely" or "considerably"
important goal of the research.

Both the university and industry scientists saw
improvements in instrumentation/methods as the most
likely tangible benefit (Table 14). University respon
dents (44 percent) and industry respondents (41 percent)
saw improvements in this area as either "pretty likely"
or "almost certain."

Neither group was optimistic regarding the likeli
hood of tangible benefits in manufacturing processes
resulting from the IUCR projects; 72 percent of the

Table14
Likelihood of Improved Instrumentation/Methods

Almost Pretty Somewhat Scarcely
Certain Likely Likely Likely

University Researchers 26 18 26 30
Industry Researchers 15 26 22 37

University Researchers
Industry Researchers

Com
pletely

6
7

Consid
erebly

21
27

Some

56
50

Table15
Likelihood of Improvements in Manufacturing Processes

Almost Pretty Somewhat Scarcely
Certain Likely Likely Likely

University Researchers 14 15 21 51
Industry Researchers 4 15 17 64

11

Table 17
Potential Effect of IUCR Project on Researche,.
Prestige Among Pliers In Scientific Community

Com- Consid-
pletely erably Some Not etAII

University Researchers 9 32 49 11
Industry Researchers 8 43 41 7



this assessment a total of 87 students, involved in 45
projects, had been interviewed by participating firms,
and 29 had been hired.

Generol Satisfaction with Research Activities. There
was general agreement between university and com
pany scientists regarding their satisfaction with vari
ous aspects of the research project. According to Table
18, 97 percent of the university investigators and 92
percent of the company researchers were either
"completely" or a "great deal" satisfied with the tech
nical quality of the research. In addition, approxi
mately 76 percent of both groups of researchers were
"completely" or "a great deal satisfied" with the corn
munication between participants. Eighty-three percent
of both groups were "completely" or "a great deal"
satisfied with the administration of the research project.
These data represent a strong endorsement of the IUCR
projects in which these scientists participated.

There was a significant difference in the perceived
responsiveness of the project to organizational priorities.
While 96 percent of the university scientists were
"completely" or a "great deal" satisfied with the
project's responsiveness to academic priorities, only
about 75 percent of the company scientists were equally
convinced of the project's relevance to industry priori
ties. This difference was statistically significant (chi' =
47.494, P .; .001) and may reflect fundamental differ
ences in the research perspectives of the two sectors,

Respondent
Group Satisfaction Rating'"

com- A Great Not at
pie/ely Deal Some All

Table18
Satisfaction with Project

Summary of Descriptive Results

• There had been extensive contacts between univer
sity and industry scientists prior to the IUCR projects,
with consulting relationships being the most common
form of interaction.

• University scientists played a leading role in ini
tiating the rvCR projects, and NSF staff played a cru
cial brokering function.

• Both university and industrial participants ex
pressed a high degree of general satisfaction with IUCR
participation, and with the technical quality, commu
nication patterns, administration, and responsiveness
of the proj ect.

• University and industry researchers involved in
IUCR projects are senior, well-established scientists,
with considerable prestige and authority in their
institutions.

• The majority of university and industry scientists
felt that the cooperative research project would not
have been undertaken in the absence of the IUCR
program.

• Proj ect management and decision-making was not
a team effort in the majority of projects; these respon
sibilities tended to reside with the university and indus
try principal investigators.

• University scientists tended to be more person
ally involved in all research tasks than their indus
trial co-investigators.

• Coordination and communication between the uni
versity and industry teams was frequent and gener-
ally informal (by phone or meeting). .

• There was a high degree of consensus between
university and industry co-investigators on the goals
of the rvCR projects.

• A large majority of both university and industry
researchers felt that improved research projects, in
general, would result from IUCR participation.

• University participants strongly felt that changes
in their research topics and issues resulted from IUCR
involvement, more so than their industrial colleagues.

• Both university and industry scientists felt that a
significant result of participation in IUCR was gener
ally improved ability to cooperate with the other sector.

such as time horizons, the relative importance of basic
versus applied science, etc. Overall satisfaction with
project activities was high for both groups. That is, 88
percent of the university scientists and 80 percent of
the industry scientists were "considerably" or "com
pletely" satisfied.

100%

o 100%

o 100%

2 100%

2 100%

4 100%

4 100%

4 100%

36 4

36 8

36 18

28 21

40 15

52 13

21 3

44 23

61

56

_, 75

31

.. _, 41

48

u •••, 43

31

'p~.001.

Administration of the
research project II nivI'm::.iht

Industry

Technical quality of
the research Universitv

Industry

Project Peeture

Responsiveness of
project to organiza-
tional priorities and
lnterests' Hnlvernltv

Industry

Communications be
tween university and
industrial partici-
pants IlnivAr!=:ltv

Industry
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• Improvements in instrumentation and methods
were seen by both university and industry partici
pants as a highly likely result of participation in IUCR.

13

• University respondents were generally more opti
mistic than their industrial colleagues concerning the
likelihood of tangible benefits accruing to the firm.



Chapter 3

CORRELATIONAL ANALYSIS

for the industry respondents. The aggregate variables
and scales created by these data reduction methods,
and their interrelationships, for researcher descriptors,
project structure and project activity variables are
described in detail in Appendix C.

Researcher Descriptors 9 5
Prior Relationships/Initiation of

the Collaboratlon 17 5
Project Management 42 7
Coordination of Project ActiVities 14 4
Benefits/Outcomes 59 4

Total 141 25

Industry Respondents

Researcher' Descriptors 12 7
Prior Relationships/Initiation of

the Collaboration 19 6
Project Management 45 6
Coordination c;>f Project ActiVities 22 10
Benefits/Outcomes 64 5

Total 162 34

Outcome Variables and Tbeir Interrelationships

Particular attention was focused on developing
"success" criteria for the cooperative projects. The
factoring and scaling procedures yielded a set of com
posite outcome measures (see Figure 1) which tapped
four general areas: 1) satisfaction with the project; 2)
commercial outcomes which translated into actual or
expected product/process improvements; 3) written
scholarly output; and 4) changes in the science (research
topics, methods, or procedures).

The Satisfaction measure was an amalgam of per
ceptions about several aspects of project operations:
administration; communication; research quality;
and responsiveness. As such, it was a global measure
of good feeling about the project.

Two types of questions related to Product/Process
Improvements. One focused on gains already achieved;
another type of question asked for future expectations.
The results of the factor analysis grouped both these

No. of
Variables

No. of Question- After Data
naira Items Reduction

University Respondents

Table19
Results of Data Reduction

Data Category

14

This chapter will present the results of further analy
ses performed on the data categories described in Chap
ter Two. The intent was to explore the relationships
between researcher descriptors, project structure, proj
ect activities, and project outcomes. Results have been
organized by data category. Differences and similari
ties between the results for university and industry
respondents will be highlighted.

The first section of the chapter briefly describes
how the original data set was reduced into a more
manageable number of predictor variables. The method
ology utilized is somewhat peripheral to the central
question of what is related to successful university
industry cooperative science and is detailed in Appen
dix C. The second section of the chapter describes
how the measures of project outcomes were devel
oped from the original raw data, and how these out
come: variables relate to one another. In the last sec
tion the correlational analysis of project processes as
predictors of project outcome is presented.

Data Reduction and Variable Aggregation
Procedures

As previously mentioned, 141 discrete variables were
coded from the university questionnaire and 162 dis
crete variables were coded from the industry question
naire. This number of variables precluded a succinct
consideration of the project success question, and
argued strongly for data reduction and aggregation.
Since there were significant differences between uni
versity and industry respondents [described in Chap
ter 2), and because there was interest in extending
side-by-side comparisons, these data aggregation analy
ses were performed separately for the two sets of
respondents.

In the first stage of analysis several steps were taken
to reduce the size of the data set. Variables were elimi
nated from further analyses based on minimum vari
ance in responses, low response rates, or overlap with
other items. Some recoding was performed to com
bine items into rational mini-scales. Items of back
ground information were also eliminated. Factor analy
sis and empirical scaling techniques were then employ
ed to create aggregate variables.

These procedures served quite well to winnow down
the size and complexity of the data set for subsequent
analyses. As seen in Table 19, the procedures reduced
141 discrete variables to 25 scores lor the university
respondents, and 162 discrete variables to 34 scores



resulting from IVCR participation. This is an admit
tedly crude measure of one of the more exciting aspects
of cooperative research: how the nature of the inquiry is
altered.

There were same noteworthy differences between
university and industry respondents in terms of the
interrelationships among the outcome variables (Table
20).' Generally speaking, the university outcome vari
ables tended to be less inter-correlated than industry
outcome variables. In particular, Changes in the Sci
ence were not related to the other outcome variables
for university respondents. In contrast, for industry
respondents Changes in the Science were assoc:iatetd
with all of the other outcomes, i.e, satisfaction, product/
process improvements and written products. These
data suggest that Changes in the Science may havea
pivotal relationship to other outcomes in the indus
trial setting. One hypothesis might be that changes in
nature of scientific inquiry have to precede changes
of a more tangible or commercial nature (or vice versa).

Table 20
Correlations Among Outcome Variables

4.3.2.1.

Figure1
Outcome Variables

items together, although there was a greater emphasis
in the composite variable on gains already realized.
In this sense, the resultant indices represent a much
more conservative test of IVCR success in this area. It
will be noted (see Figure 1) that the university respon
dents tended to lump product and process improve
ments together while the industry respondents made
discriminations between improvements in these two
areas. As a result, two separate measures for each
dimension were constructed for the industry group,
while the university variable was a composite of both.

The Written Products measure is the clearest index
of traditional scholarly activity. It is a composite of
various kinds of written products: papers, articles,
reports, etc. Resources did not permit construction of
a measure that reflected quality of written output;
this was strictly a quantity index.

Perhaps the most interesting outcome or dependent
variable was the one which has been labeled Changes
in the Science. The index itself was an amalgam of
perceived changes in research topics and methods

.25*

.37** .29**

.42"" .13 .01

.35** .24* .22*

* P'" .01.
up ....001.

Variable Name

1. Satisfaction

2. Product/Process
Improvements

3. Written Products

4. Changes in the
Science

Description

University Respondents

The degree of participant satisfaction with pro]
ect administration, communication, research
quality and project compatiblllty with organi
zational priorities.

The extent to which improvements/changes
In products or the production process were
mentioned.

Summatlveindex ofwritten products from proj
ect including books, articles, etc.

Extentto which partlcipation in the project had
changed research topics and methods In the
university setting.

University Respondents

1. Changes in the Science
2. Satisfaction .07
3. Written Products .02
4. Product/Process Improvements .02

Industry Respondents

1. Changes in the Science
2. Satisfaction
3. Written Products
4. Product Improvements
5. Process Improvements

.20

.23* .17

.35**

1. Satisfaction

2. Product
Improvements

3. Process Improve
ments

4. Written Products

5. Changes in the
Science

Industry Respondents

The degree of participant satisfaction with pro]
ect administration, communication, research
quality and project compatibility 'with organi
zational priorities.

The extent to which Improvements/changes
in products, costs, and designs had occurred.

The extent to which improvements/changes
in production methode. costs, product uniform
Ity were mentioned.

SummatlveIndex ofwritten products fromthe
project Including books, articles, etc.

Extentto which participation in the project had
changed research topics and methods In the
industry setting.

Project Process and Project Outcome: The
Definers of Success

In this section an attempt will be made to unravel
the ingredients of successful cooperative research pro
jects [see Tables 21 and 22). The data that will be
reported will consist of simple zero-order correlations
between aspects of project structure and processes
and the various outcome indicators. As noted above,
we have defined success in terms of several dimen-

9 In this chapter all reported interrelationships are Pearson's product
moment correlations.
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sions and the correlational data will be described in
these categories."

Changes in the Science. For university respondents
[Table 21) one variable significantly correlated with
changes in research topics and methods: the amount
of exchanges and interaction among participants dur
ing the project. These activities would tend to facili
tate intellectual exchange and networking, which are
important precursors to changing the research agenda
and methods in universities.

In a like manner, the intensity of industry respon
dents' contacts with university team members before
the project began was also related to changes in the
firm's research agenda and methods. [Table 22) How
ever, the major factor relating to Changes in the Sci
ence was the greater involvement in the project of top
R&D planning and management staff. Whether this
indicated that the more methodologically important
projects attracted the interest of R&D planning and/or
management staff, or that their interest produced the
Changes in the Science, is unclear.

10 Only those correlations which were statistically significantly dif
Ierent from 0 at p ~ .01 will be discussed, The magnitudes of the
correlations are generally in the range of ,25 to .5, indicating that
between 5% and 25% of the variance in the dependent variable is
accounted for by the independent variable. These are quite sub
stantial percentages for zero-order relationships in data of this type.

Satisfaction. The higher ranking university scientists
and those with administrative experience tended to
be more satisfied with the project. Again, the range of
contact between groups during the project was impor
tant to university scientists' satisfaction.

Similarly for industry scientists, the frequency of
interaction during the project, supported by the place
ment of university team members at the firm site,
contributed to satisfaction.

Written Output. University scientists indicated that
frequent and varied contacts during the project with
industry collaborators were important in producing
written documents. Reinforcing these findings, an idea
broker role for the university PI was also related to
the amount of scholarly output.

Correlations for industry scientists followed the same
general pattern. Having industry team members working
at the university during the project correlated posi
tively with the amount of written output, as did an
idea broker role for the industry participant. Bench
level industry scientists tended to produce more writ
ten documents. The fact that reporting requirements
were more stringent for industry scientists may par
tially explain this finding.

Product/Process Improvements. For university re
spondents, commercial outcomes for the firm were
correlated with the university's role in initiating the
project, and the researcher's level of involvement in
bureaucratic activities.

TablE! 21
Correlations Between Research Process and

Outcome Variables

University Respondents

Researcher Descriptors

Project Initiation

Project Coordination

PI Roles

·p<;.01.
** p~.001.

Changes in
the Science

Amount of Exchange
and Interaction

.23*

Satisfaction

Seniority
.36**

Administrative
.Experience

.23*

Range of Project
Interaction

.27*
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Written
Output

Range of Project
Interaction

.25*
Amount of Exchange
and Interaction

.25*

PI as Idea Broker
.20*

Product/Process
Improvements

University Project
Impetus

.28**

PI as Bureaucrat
.23*



Table 22
Correlations Between Research Process and Outcome Variables

Industry Respondents

Researcher Descri ptors

Project Initiation

Project Coordination

PI Roles

" p<.Ol.
H p<.001.

Changes in
the Science

Range of Prior
Contacts

.25"

Top R&D Planning/
Management
Involvement

.41""

Satisfaction

Frequency of
Project Interaction

.33""

University Person
nel Exchange

.21"

Written
Output

Industry Personnel
Exchange

.28""

PI as Idea Broker
.24"

PI as Bench
Scientist

.21

Product
Improvements

Studied at Collabor
ating University

.21 "
Rank in Organiza
tion

-.20"

University
Project Impetus

.26"

Top R&D Planning/
Management
Involvement

.~17""

Industry Personnel
Exchange

.23"

PI as Project
Oonceptuattzer

-.23"

Process
Improvements

Production St~lff

Involvement
.27"

Industry participants separated product and pro
cess improvements and there was no overlap among
factors related to these categories of outcomes. Prod
uct improvements were noted most by junior scien
tists who functioned less as conceptualizers, had an
academic tie to the university, and who were in a role
subordinate to the university in project initiation.
However, the most important correlate of product!
process improvements was the involvement of other
company officials, including planning, management,
and production staff.

Summary of CorrelationalAnalysis

Four major outcome measures were identified: 1)
Changes in the Science; 2) Satisfaction with the Project;
3) Written Output and; 4) Product/Process Improve
ments. The correlations among these measures and
between outcomes and research process variables are
summarized below:

o For industry respondents outcomes in one area
tended to be correlated with successful outcomes in
the other three areas; this was less true for university
respondents.

o The amount of interaction between participants
correlated with Changes in the Science for both groups
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of respondents. However the period of interaction
differed. Prior interaction was important for firm
scientists, while interaction during the project was
more important for the university scientists.

o The major factor relating to Changes in the Sci
ence for industry PIs' was the involvement of top R&D
planning and management staff.

o For both university and industry participants, sat
isfaction with the project tended to be a function of
intraproject "networking," such as the amount of
interaction and actual personnel exchange.

o The higher ranking and senior university scien
tists tended to be more satisfied with the project.

o Major factors correlating with written output fol
low the same general pattern for both groups, with
the degree of contact and intellectual exchange being
crucial,

o Industry participants separated product and pro
cess improvements; university respondents did noll.

o University impetus in project initiation seemed to
be an important correlate of commercial outcomes for
both university and industry respondents.



• For industry scientists, the most important corre
late of product/process improvements was the involve
ment in the project of staff from elsewhere in the
company (e.g., R&D planning and management, pro
duction).

18

• Those projects with more product improvements
involved industry scientists who were junior in their
organization, and who had a prior personal link with
the particular university (such as former students].
These proj ects also tended to have industry staff operat
ing on site at the university.
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Appendix A

UNIVERSITY RESPONDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

Ct-IB No. 314S-tlfl7fi

Expires: 3/113

ID CODE NUMBER'- _

9. Considering all the faculty now involved with this project, approximately
what wcenta~e of them have had the following types of prior contacts
with naustry.In CODE NUMBER _

UNIVERSITY PAATICIPlINT (UESTIONNI'IIRE

This questionnaire is des i cned to provide the NSF with information to

understand better the effects of the Industry University Cooperative Research

Projects Program and to indicate to us how that program or others like it

might be more effectively monitored. We are asking the same questions of all

Individual consulting relationships

Contract research projects

Faculty exchange

Student placement

other (please specify)

.:»
--'
--'
--'

.:»

university Principal Investigaton; Iotlo participated in the program during

1978-198<3•. Your individual responses will be held confidential and will not

be discussed. If a question 1s inapplicable, proceed to the next. question.

,_._-----~--------
I In order to understand the relationship between university and
! industrial participants in the Industry/University COoperative
I Research Program, it loI:>uld be useful to have some background
I about university researchers such as yourself. Questions 1 to 7
I are deSigned to provide us with sane data atout your experience,
I and your position within the urdversItry,

,_._---------------

1. How many years have you spent with this university?

2. How many years have you spent working in academic settings since
receiving your hi<;hest degree?

3. How many years, if any, have you spent working full-time in industry
since receiving your htqhest; degree?

4. Have your ever been a chairman of your department, or held an
adninistrative position in your university?

HI. Prior to the beginning of this Industry/University COoperative Research
project, how frequently did you perscnal.Iy have contact with industry
personnel now associated with it?

Several times Fer week

Several times per month

Several times Fer year

Rarely or never

11. How did you hear ebcut the Iodustry/University COoperative Research
Program? (Check all that apply)

__ NSF personnel

__ A colleague at your university

__ A colleague in industry

Other, specify _

12. rroe lIotIere did the initial impetus for this project come?

Your university

--y" __No The firm

Evolved from mutual discussion

5. "''hat is your current academic rank?
13. D:I you think. your university would have undertaken this type of

collaborative research with a firm in the absence of a specific NSF
program?

6. How long have you held this position? --y" __No

7. neve you been with this Industry/University Cooperative Research project
ernce its inception?

14. other than this Industry/University COoperative Research project, how
~~~'!,~~f?grants have you been involved with in the last five years (I.e.,

__Yes __No 15. Of these, on how many were you the Principal Investigator?

" ,I We are also concerned with the decision making and logistics esse- I
1 dated with your university's involvement with this Industry/Uni- I
I versity COoperative Research project. we know that in general the I
I scope of discussion in universities about; project participation has!
I varied widely; so has the amount of prior contact with industry t
I personnel. Items 6 to 18 are Intended to help us understand the I
I early formation of Industry/University COoperative Research teams. I

'. '

16. How many grants have your received from other government agencies~
last five years (i.e., '76-'62)1

17. How many organizational levels in your unversity above your 0Im had to
give explicit approval for participation in this Industry/University
Cooperative Research project?

16. Was this approval process substantially different f.rom that used with
projects not involving industrial participation?

8. How many faculty participate actively in this project at anyone
time?
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.__Yes ""



ID CODE NUMBER~ _

Each university/Industry Cooperative Research project represents a
unique research effort. In order to better understand the overall
program, we would like to know about some of the structures and
decision processes which operate in this project.

Questions 19 to 27 deal with these dimensions of structure and
decision processes.

19. To whom in the university are you oblilJed to send formal reports
concerning the activities of this project?

2~. In general, which of the following alternatives best describes the way in
which decisions are made about work priorities on this project (i.e.,
what needs to be done)?

__The Principal Investigators decide alone;

The Principal Investigators decide after consulting with senior
--members of the projeCt team;

The Principal Investigators decide after consulting with the team as
--a whole;

The Principal Investigators and senior members of the project team
--jointly make the decision:

__The project team as a whole decides;

Each individual project team member determines his or her own work
--priorities.

__other, specify

21. In general, how are specific task assignments made on this project (i.e.,
..me does a specific job)?

__By the Prinicptll Investigators;

By either the Principtll Investigators or a senior member of the
--project team:

__By collective team decision;

__By self-assignment.

22. Each of the following paragraphs describes a working arrangement
typically found in research teams. Please consider each paragraph
Carefully and then circle the letter corresp:>nding to the paragraph that
comes closest to describing the working arrangement in this· project.

A. "rn this project each team nercer executes some aspect of a
coordinated research plan which has been formulated primarily by the
principal investigators. COordination between specific sub-tasks
performed by team members is pre-planned and supervised by the
principal investlgators.~

B. ~In this project each team member executes some aspect of a
coordinated research plan which has been formulated through team
discussions. Coordination between specific sub-tasks performed by
team msmbers is by mutual agreement and responsibility is shared by
various team members except ...nen the principal investigators are
needed to resolve disputes.·

C. ~In this project each team member designs and executes his research
plan which is relevant to a COlllllOn problem. Coordination between
these specific research products occurs at the end of the project
when the principal investigators combine the individual outputs into
a coherent lotIole.-

D. "In this project each team member executes some eepece of a
coordinated research plan formulated by the principal investigators
after ideas from various disciplines have been solicited.
Coordination between specific sub-tasks performed by team members is
pre-planned and supervised by the principal investigators.~
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In CODE NUMBER _

23. OUtside. of seeking funds, Iotlich of the following managedalfunctions do
you consider most important in your role as a Princ1pal Investigator on
this project? (Check all that apply)

,,__supervise the work of team members;

.'__Evaluate the work of team members;

C,__Assign work to team members;

D}._coordinate the work of team members;

,,__Make decisions about priorities in team objectives;

s __Make decisions about priorities in the utilization of resources;

G,__Serve as interface between the team and a parent organization;

H'__Locate new team members;

I,__Disseminate the team's product/results.

J,__Other, specify -

24. Of those functions you have just checked, please specify the letter fA 
J) of the~ most impntant, in order of importance.

Most imp:>rtant

Second most imp:>rtant

Third most important

25. The Principal Investigator in any research effort may be called Ui.X>n to
perform a variety of intellectual duties. Besides contributing new ideas
yourself, Iotll.ch of the following do you cOnsider to be the most Ltlportant
intellectual activities in your role as a principal Investigator .:.f this
project? (Cleck all that apply)

" __Encourage team members to contribute new ideas;

',__consult people outside the team for new ideas;

C'__Evaluate ideas of team members;

D,__Encourage teem members to evaluate your ideas;

,,__Encourage team members to evaluate each other's ideas;

" __Encourage team members to consult outside the team ,for new. ideas;

G,__Translate ideas from the language of one scientific discipline to
the language of another;

H) Encourage team members to translate their ideas into . the language
--of other scientific disciplines;

I,__Seek outside evaiuation of the team's ideas;

J,__Help promote the ideas of peripheral team members.

K,__Other, specify .

26. Of those functions you have just checked please specify the Iet.eur, {A
K) of the~ you consider most important, in order of !mp:>rtarlCe.

Most important

second most important

Third most Importent;



ID CODE NUMBER~ _

27~ BeIow is a list of main areas of R&D activities usually performed by a
research unit. In the space provided please write the number
correspondtrq to your PERSONAL INVOLVFJo1fNr in each area on this project,
using the following scale:

I ,= very high; 2 :: high; 3 :: medium; 4 " low; 5 :: very low.

~ personal involvement in the followi~:

a. Perception and identification of an area of interest __

b. Literature review __

c. Problem definition: conceF"talization, formulation, analysis •••••__

d. Orientation and perception of methods, techniques,'and apparatus ••__

e. Formulation and statement of hypotheses •••••••••••••••••••••••••••__

f. Research design: planning, strategies and experimental approach ••__

g. Collection and production of data, including experimental \>t)rk ....__

h. Results: detailed analysis, interpretation and conclusions •••••••_._

L, Report writing, e.g., for ~blicatio;'l, dissertation, etc ••••••••••__

j. Time-table, aaninistration, organization and budget
considerations ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••__

k, Allocation of \>t)rk within the unit __

1. Coordination and/or cooperation with other units ••••••••••••••••••__

m, Personnel decisions •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••.•••••••••••••••.••__

n. Selection of equipnent/instruroents ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••__

,-----------------,
I We are particularly interested in the types of relationships formed
I between university and firm personnel in the execution of this
1 research project. oueeercns 28 to 34 are designed to give us sane
I idea of how the two organizations work together.,

28. Ho~1 many industrial scientists affiliated with this research have
eperrt time working on-site at your university on this project?

29~ Ho\~ many scientists from the university have spent time working
at the collaborating firm on this project?

3l!. nJlC"1ng the course of this project how fl:equentiy do you interact with
industry personnel associated with it? (Check one)

Several times per week

Several times per month

Several times per year

Rarely or never

31. What methods of interaction do you typically use to interact with
industry personnel? (Check all that ap;>ly)

Face-to-face/informal meetings

By phone

By letter or memo

Formal scheduled meetings

31. What percentage of the face-to-face meetings took place at the following
steesr

In CODE NtlMBER, _

33. Who initiates most of the contacts between university and industry
scientists working on this project? (Check £.!)2.l

University scientists initiate most of the interaction

Industrial scientists initiate most of the interaction

There is no clear patterns.

34. What is the percentage of this project's research activities which
involves sharing of the work and/or joint management between university
and industry personnel? __•

, , '
A primary concern of this assessment are the various results and I
benefits that have accrued to universities fran participation in thisl
Industry/Oniversity Cooperate Research project. Please be as cbjec- I
t Ive and candid as possible, since in the long run it will be to the 1
program's advantage to understand project strengths and limitations I
fully. Questions 3S to S0' focus on outcomes, results, and potential !
benefits. I, ,

3S. Approximately, how manypeopke at your university have requested
information fran you concerning specific activities of this Industry/
University Cooperative Research project?

36. Approximately, how many people outside your university have requested
information fran you concerning spect.tfc ectivrcree of this Industry/
University cccperattve Research project?

37. Approximately what percentage of these information requests can be
classified as technic<ll in nature?

38. Approximately what percentage of these information requests concern
administrative or 0rrational issues of this Industry/Oniversity
cooperative rteseerc proJect} __•

39. How wuld you rate this research project compared to similar research
projects in other U.S. universities?

_ Top 2'

_ Top HI'

_ Above average

Below average

_ Not comparable, because •••

Please indicate the NUJleER of written products and/or prototypes produced
in conjunction with this project, by yourself or other faculty members at
your university.

1'<10. of Products
produced

4001. Written Products

a. Books (including editorship) ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••__

b. scientific or technical articles published
in the open literature __

c. patents or patent applications •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••__

The university _'

The rtrm _'

Other sites, specify _ -'
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d'. Algorithms, blueprints, flolr,Charts, drawings, etc••••••••••••••••__

e. Reviews and bibliographies published in the open literature __

f. Internal reports on work pertaining to this project __

g. Other written products (specify)



ID CODE NUMBE.'R' • ID ClDE NUMBER _

4ilb. Prototypes and other Undocumented products

by tne pro ject;

No. of Products
produced

Deve.lopnent of cOlmlercial
ized products.

Instrunentation
devel.cpnent ,

Developnent of new
research projects
in your university.

Improvements in manu
facturing processes.

oevelopnent of patentable
products.

General expansion of
knowledge in this
technical area.

Enhancement of graduate
students' technical
training.

Enhancement of graduate
students' understanding
of industry.

Redirection of university
research toward
industrial problems.

Enhancement of quality of
industrial research.

Enhancement of quali ty of
university research.

Extremely Considerably somel'ltlat Not at all
Important Important Important I'llportant

4"-. Please rate the importance of the following goals and potential outcomes
of this project?

Not at
,11scee

A Great

Do"Completely

CCffipatability of pro
ject with academic
priori ties and
interests

Adninlstration of the
research project

COlllllunications between
university and indus
trial participants

Technical quality of
the research

c. prototype computer programs __

d. Audio-visual materials/productions •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••__

e. Other cndocimerrted products (specify)

a. Experimental prototypes of devices, instnments
and apparatus, components of devices, etc ••••••••••••••••••. "" "__

b. Experimental materials such as fibres, plastics,
glass, metals, aUoy.;;, substrates, chemicals,
drugs, plants, etc __

41. How~ are you with the following features of this
Industry/University Cooperative Research project?

45. In your opinion, how likely is it that the collaborating industrial
company will·realize tangtble benefits, now or in the future,. in the.
following areas as a resu t of participation in this project?

42. Are there any particular features of project operations and results with
wich you are expedally~?

Almost
Certain

Better personnel
recruitment

Improved research
projects

pretty
Likely

Sanewhat scercery
Likely Likely

Patentable products!
technology

Comnercialh:ed products!
technology

Improved instrunentation/
methods

Improvements in manufacturing
processes

43. Are there any particular features of project operations and results with
wich you are dissatisfied? 4fi. To what extent has participation in this Industry/University cooperetave

Research project caused changes in the research proiects. eonducted in
your university?

ALot scee A Little
Hardly
Any

cherqea in research topics
and issues

caerqes in research methods
and procedures used

47. If this Industry/University Cooperative Research project has caused
changes in the kinds of research projects conducted in your univel:s.it.y,
lOhat specifically are these changes? -
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ID CODE Nl!"IBER. _

In ycur opinion, has participation in the Industry/University Research
project had any effect on the following specific outcomes in the
collaborating industrial company'?

1D CODE NUMBER'- _

.,.

Yo,

Improvements in products
and services

Changes in warranty and
complaints in view of
improvements in products

New products devekoped due
to related efforts

Changes in cost of products
to users (price changes or
decreased product;
maintenance)

Reduction of product.Ion
CO",

Improvement in processes
and methods of
production

No "'y,,"
Not

Applicable

49. To Iotlat extent is each of the following
li~elI to be positively affected by the
re at ve success of your work in this
project?

A.. Your promotion to a higher posi tion
in the university.

B. salary increases.

C. Your prestige amorg your colleagues
in the university

D. Your prestige among your peers in
the larger scientific colMlunity.

E. Your receipt of financial rewards
which are independent of salary.

F. The eecunt. of control you might have
over future job assignments.

G. Your ·visibility· to upper level
university administration.

Com
pletely

Consid
erably

Not at
Some all

Increased uniformity of
products

Improved product or
precess design

Improved capability to
deal with government
regulations

Improved capability to
cooperate with
university scientists

Sll. To what extent are you generally satisfied with the operations and
activities of this Industry)1jjlrverslty Cooperative Research project?

Completely

Considerably

S~,

Not at all

51. In the future we intend to site visit a sample of universities Iotlo have
responded to this survey. Would you be willing to participate in this
follow-on study?

Yo, No

THANK YOU FOR YOUR COOPEAATICNI
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Results in an aggregated form will be made available to all respondents to
this questionnaire.



APPENDIXB

INDUSTRY RESPONDENT QUESTIONNAIRE

__No

__No

--'"

--'"

we are also concerned with the decision III<Iking and logisties asso
ciated with your company's involvement with·this Industry/Univer
sity COOperative Research project. we know that in general the
scope of discussion in colitpanies about project participation has
varied widely; so has the amount of prior contact with University
perscrmet , It~ 16 to 25 are intended to help us undezatand the
early formation of IndustrylUniversity Cooperative Research teams.

_ Individual consulting relationships

_ COntract research projects

_ General support of facul';y research

_ Support of student thesis research

_ Faculty exchange

_ Student placement

Other (pleasa specify)

15. Have you been with this IndustrylUniversity Cooperative aeseercn proje-:t
since its inc:eptio.n?

16. Prior to the beginning of this IndustrylUniversity Cooperative Research
project, was your company in'lolved in any of the following activities
with university personnel llO'J/ associated with the project? (Oleckall
that apply)

ID CODE J _

14. Do you have a degree from or have you taken course work at the
collaborating university?

3/83Expires:

ID ecce

No

1. Is your firm an af:iliate or subsidiary of another company?

2. What. is tile main product line or service offered by your firm?

In order to undersUlnd the relationship between university and
industrial participants in the Industry!University Cooperative
Research program, it loUuld be useful to have sane background
about industry researchers such as yourself•. Questions 1 to 15
are designed to provide us with sane data about. your firm,
your exper tence , and your position within the firm.

CHI No. 3145-l'Ie7fi

Yes; If yes, spectfy the nature of the relationship.

is inapplicable, proceed to the next question.

INDUSTRIAL PARTICIPANT QUESTICNNAIRE

This qcestdennafre is designed to provide the NSF with information to

understand better the effects of the Industry university cooperative Research

Projects Program and to indicate to us how that program or others like it

might be more effectively monitored. We are aSking the sallie questions of 0111

finns I..!lich participated in the program during 1978-1980. 'iour individual

responses will be held confidential and will not be discussed. If a question

J. How many years have you spent with your company?

4. How many years have you spent in research and developnent with
your cenpeny?

5. How many years have you spent in industry in general?

17. Prior to the beginning of this IndustryjUniversity COoperative seeeeeea
project, how frequently did you personally have contact with univ,~rsity
personnel now associated with it?

Several times per week

Several times per month

Several times per year

Rarely or never
6. How many years have you spent in research and deveIopnent; in

industry?

7. How many organizational levels are there between you and the
chief executive officer in the company?

18. HoW' did you hear aixlut· the Industry/University COoperative Research
Program? (Check all that apply)

__ NSF personnel

__ A colleague at your canpany

8. How many organizational levels are there between you and the senior
~ executive in the company?

__ A colleague at the un.iverafty

__ Other, specify

9. How many people report directly to you?

10. How many people report to you through your subordinates?
19. From where did the initial impetus for this project come?

'{our firm

11. What is your current position/title?
__ The university

EvolVed fran mutual etsecssacn

:z. Bow 10rq have IOU heId this position?
2'1l. Co you think your finn \ol:luld have undertaken this type of cci.receeaetve

research with a univer's i ty i::l to'le absence of a specific NSF program?

--'" __NO

13. What is t..'1e highest degree you have received?

In what field?

21. Other than eats Ir:custryl'Jniversity cooperative Research project, how
many ~SF grants have you been involved with in the last five yeaI~s (i.e.,
';8-'32)7
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mCOOE t _

22. Ho,.. many organizational levels in your firm above your own had to give
explicit approval for partidp.:!tion in this Industry/University
Cooperative Research project?

23. Hl7,;o many groups at your level in your canpany had to concur with the
de:::ision to participate in this Industry/University COOperative Research
project?

ID CODE ' _

30'. To ..mat Iobat extent is your company's top R&D management involved with
the activities of this Industry/University Cooperative' Research project?

_ Follo'it$ the project closely

_ Is aware of general progress of the project

_ KnO\olS it exists, but not much IOOre

Is not aware of the project

24. was this approval process substantiall!' different fran that used with
projectS not involving university participation?

__Yes _No

31. To ~an in your firm are YOll obliged to send fonnal reccres concerning
the activities of this project"?

25. wt.at is the approximate total cost per year of yo-ur company's
pe.rticipation in this project, including cash and in-kind
Cl:'ntributions?

,
I l::ach Uiliversity/Industry COOperative Research project represents a
I unique research effort. In order to better lnderstand the overall
I program, we would like to k.now about; sane of the structures and
I decision processes Iobich operate in this project.,,
I Questions 26 to 37 deal with these dimensions of structure and
I decision processes.

,-------------------,
26. fhw many people in your firm participate actively in this project at any

cae time?

27. In general, Iobich of the following alternatives best describes the way in
which decisions are made about; work. priorities on this project (i.e.,
~lat needs to be done)?

__The principal Investigators decide alone1

The Principal Investigators dec ide after consultin; with senior
--members of the project team;

__The Principal Investigators decdde after consulting with the team as
a ~ole;

The Principal Investigators and senior members of the- proJect team
--jointly make the decision;

__The project team. as a ~ole -decides;

Each individual project team member determines his or her own work
--priori ties.

~_Other, specify _

32. Each of the following paragraphs describes a working arrangement
typically found in research teams. Please consider each paragraph
carefully and then circle the letter corresponding to the paragraph that
Calles closest to descnbing the working arrangement in this project.

A. -re this project each team member executes some aspect of a
coordinated research plan which has been formulated primarily by the
principal investigators. Coordination between specific sub-tasks
perfotmed by team members 15 pre-planned ,and supervised by the
principal investigators.-

B. -In this project each team member executes some aspect of a
coordinated research plan ..mich has been formulated thr~ugh team
discussions. COOrdination between specific sub-tasks performed by
team members is by mutual agreement and responsibility is shared by
various team members except lot1en the principal investigators are
needed to resolve disput.es ;"

C. "rn this project each team member designs and exec-utes his research
plan loIhich is relevant to a ceeraon problem. Coordination between
these specific research products occurs at the end of the project
loIhen the principal investigators combine the individual outputs into
a coherent ~ole.ft

o. "rn this project each team member executes some aspect of a
coordinated research plan formulated by the principal investigators
after ideas fran various disciplines have been solicited.
COOrdination between specific sub-tasks performed by team members is
pre-planned and supervised by the principal investigators. ft

33. OUtside of seeking funds, which of the following managerial functions do
you consider most important in your role as a Principal Investigator on
this project? (O'leck all that apply)

25. ~.tIat functional groups in yGW' canpany work directly with the
IndustrylUniversity Cooperative Research project? (Check all that awly)

.By collective team decision;

___By self-assigl'lllent.

28. rn general, how are specific task assignments made on this project (i.e.,
~tJo does a specific job)?

~_~ the prinicpal Investigators:

__By either the Principal Invest1ga~rs or a senior member of the
project team;

Central R&D staff

Divisional R&D staffs

Production staff

Mark.eting staff

Erqineering/technical staff

CorlXlrate planning staff

other, specify' _

Regularly OCcasionally
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.,__Supervise the work of team IIIl!lIIbers;

.,__Evaluate the work of team members;

C'__Assign work to team members;

D,__coordiMte the work of team members:

" __Make decisions about priorities in team ebjecefveaj

F'__Make decisions about priorities in the utilization of resources;

.,__serve as interface between the team and a parent organization;

" __Locate new team members;

I,__OissemiMte the team's product/results.

J'__Other, specify _

34. Of those functions you have just checked, please specify the letter (A
J) of the~ most important, in order of importance.

~st important

Second most important

Third IllOst important
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35. 'l1'le principal Investigator in any research effort may be called upon to
perform a variety of intellectual duties. Besides contributing new ideas
yourself, "Ihtch of the following do you consider to be the IOOst imp:lrtant
intellectual activities in your role as a Principal Investigator of this
project? (Check all that apply)

A'__Encourage team members to contribute new ideas;

" __consult people outside the team for new ideas;

C,__Evaluate ideas of team members;

D'__Encourage team members to evaluate your ideas;

" __Encourage team members to evaluate each other's ideas;

" __Encourage team members to consult outside the team for new ideas;

G} Translate ideas from the language of one scientific discipline to
--t.'e language of another;

H'__Encourage team members to creosraee their ideas into the language
of other scientific disciplines;

,,__seek outside evaluation of the team's ideas;

J,__Help pececee the ideas of peripheral team members.

"'__Other, specify _

ra CODE ,~ _

39. How many scientists fran your canpany have spent time \o1:lrking
at the university on this project?

49. DJring the course of this project how frequently do you interact wi.th
university personnel associated with it? (Check~)

Several times per week

several times per month

Several times per year

Rarely or never

41. What methods of interaction do you typically use to interact. with
university personnel? {Check all that apply)

Face-to-face/infonnal lneetings

By phone

By letter or JI\E!IIO

Formal scheduled meetirrgs

42. lo4'lat percentage of the zece-ec-zaee meetings took place at. the following
sites?

4Sa. Written Products

'mere is r.o clear pattern

-'
The firm _'

Other sites, specify

The university _'

Please indicate the NUMBER of written products and/or prototypes produced in
conjunction with this project, by ),?urself or other employees of Vour c2m.

~~
•.Qf.oducedWtne'FoJec£

A priJnary concern of this assessment are the various resurcs and
benefits that have accrued to canpanies fran participation in thi,;
Inciustry;University cccperaen Research project. Please be as obj,ee
tive and candid as possible, since in the long nJIl it will be to the
program's advantage to underucend project strengths and limitations
fully. e:uestions 45 to 60 fc)cllS on outcomes, results, and potential
benefits.

b. scientific or technical articles 9Ublished
in the open literature

c. Patents or patent applications

d. Algorithms, blueprints, floWl;'harts, drawings, etc.

e. Reviews and bibliographies publisbed in the open literature

Eo Internal reports on work pertaining to this project

g. Other wri t teri products (specify)

a. Books (including editorship)

43. Who initiates most of the ecneaees ceeseee university and industry
scier.tists ...-orking.on t.,is project? (Check~)

University scientists initiate most of the interaction

Industrial scientists initiate most of the interaction

44. lo4'lat is the percentage of this project's research activitieslotlich
involves sharing' of the work Mdlor joint management between \.:flive!:sity
and industry personnel? __'

3Fi. Of those functions you have just checked please specify the letter fA -.
K) of the~ you consider most imp::.rtant, in order of importance.

Most important

We are part.icularly interested in the types of'relationships formed
bet.ween university and firm personnel in the execution of thfs
research project. Questions 38 to 44 are designed to give us sane
idea of how the two organizations \<It)rk together.

n. selection of equiprnent/instrunents ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••__

k, Allocation of work within the unit __

1. Coordination andlor cooperatncn with other units ••••••••••••••••••__

m. Personnel decisions __

a. Perception and identification of an area of interest ••••••••••••••__

b. Literature review•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••__

c. Problem definition: eenceputaj Iaatfcn, formulation, analysis .....__

d. orientation and perception of methods, techniques, and apparatus __

e. Fonnulation and statement of hypotheses •••••••••••••••••••••••••••__

f. Research design: planning, strategies and experimental approach ••__

g. Collection and production of data, including experimental Io,Urk••••__

h. Results: detailed analysis, interpretation and conclusions •••••••__

L, Report writing, e.g., for publication, dissertation, etc __

f. Time-table, administration, organization and budget
considerations ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••__

My personal involvement in the followi!l9 areas is:

Third most important

Second most important

37. Below is a list of main areas of R&D activities usually performed by a
research unit. In the space provided please write the number
corresponding to your PERSO!'&L INVOLIJn'lENl' in each area on this project,
usirJ;J the following scale:

1 = very high; 2 = high; 3 = medium; 4 .. low; 5 .. very low.

38. How mar.y university scientists affiliated with this research have spent
time working on-site in your canpany on this project?
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45b. Ptototypesand other Undoeumented Products

No. of Products
---~--

by the ere-ieee

m cooe ' _

51. Me there any particular features of project operations and results with
'Nhich you are dissatisfied?

a. Dcperimental prototypes of devices, instrt:rnents and
apparatus, ccepcnents of devices, etc .•••••••••••••••••••••••••__

b. E:<perimental materials such as fibres, plastics,
glass, metals, alloys, substrates, chemicals, drrgs,
plants, etc __

c. Prototype ccepocer programs ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••__

d. 1'.udio-visual materials/productions •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••__

e. other undccunented products (specify)

41i. 1'.pproximately, how many pecpje in your contpa~ have requested
information .tram you concerning specifIc actvities of this
Industry/University Cooperative Research project?

47. Approximately, how many people outside your C\:lmpany have requested
information from you concerning specific activities of this
Industry/University Cooperative Research project?

48. Approximately what percentage of eoese infomation requests
can be classified as technical in nature? __'

~9. 1'.pproximately ...nat percentage of these infomation requests concern
administrative or operational issues of this Industry/University
Coopera.tlve Research proJect? __'

Extremely Considerably 5omeloklat Not at all
Important Important Important Important

General expansion of
Knowledge in this
technical area.

52. Please rate the importance of the following goals and p::ltential outcomes
of this project?

Not at
AllS~,

Technical quality of
the research

51l. How satisfied are you with the following features of this
Industry/University Cooperative Research project?

A Great
Canplete-ly Deal

Camtunications between
university and industrial
participants

Enhancement of grad....ate
students I technical
training.

Mninistration of the
research project

gespcnefvenesa of project.
to industry priorities
and interests

51. Are there any particular reaeures of project operations and· results with
Iotlich you are especially~?

Enhancement of gradUllte
students' IJIlderstanding
of industry.

Redirection of university
research toward
industrial problems.

Enhancement of quality of
industrial research.

Enhancement of quality of
university research.

InstrlJllentation
developnent.

DeIIelopnent of new
research projects
in your firm.

Improvements in manu
-facturing processes.

DeIIelopnent of patentable
products in your firm.

Developnent of ccmsercraf
Iaed products in your
firm.
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54. Approximately how many new research projects have been st1lTluiated
.!!!your research laboratories bY thIs project's activities?

lbw much is. this in terms of research dollars?

Com- Consid- San.~ I-k>t at
pletely erably all

B. salary increases.

C. vour prestige amo~ your R&D
colleagues in the organization.

D. Your prestige amen::!" your peers in
the larger scientific cOmmunity.

E. Your receipt of financial rewards
Iobich are independent of salary.

F. '!he amJunt of control you might have
over future job assigr.ments.

G. Your wvisibility· to upper level R&D
management.

H. vcur ·visibilityW to upper level
management outside of R&D.

59. To what extent is each of the following
111ely to be posi t.Ively affected by the
re aeive success of your wo::k in this
project?

A. vour promotion to a higher posi tion
in the organization.

ID CODE ' _

58. How many students affiliated with this research project have been
interviewed for possible employment in your canpany?

How many have actually been hired?

SemMat Scarcely
Likely Likely

pretty
Likely

Improvements in manufacturing
processes

Improved research
projects

Patentable products/
technology

Almo"
Certain

ID CODE , _

Comt'lerc::ial1zed products/
technology

Improved bstrUllentationi
methods

Better personnel
recruitment

In your opinion, how likely is it that your company will realize tantble
benefits in the followi~ areas, now or in the future, as a result 0
participation in this project?

53.

55. To ...nat extent has participlltion in this Industry/University Cooperative
Research research project caused e!'langes in the R&D projects conducted in
your company?

I. '!he likelihood that you will be
allowed to do IOOre stimulating or
interesting work in the future.

not S~. A Little
Hardly
My

Changes in research topics
and issues

Cha~es in research methods
and procedures used

56. If this Industry/University Cooperative Research project has caused
changes in the kinds of R&D projects conducted in your canpany, what
spec::ifically are these changes?

>10. To what extent are you e'nerall satisfied with the operations im?
activities of this Industry niverarcy Cooperative Research project?

Completely

Considerably

S~.

Not at all

57. In your opinion, has partic::ipation in the Industry/University Research
project had any effect on the following specific cueceees in your
company?

61. In the future we intend to stte visit a sample of. firms who have responded
to this survey. WOuld you ce willing to participate in this follow-on
study?

'os No Maybe
Not

Applicable 'os No

Improvements in products
and services

Cha~es in warranty and
OJllIplaints in view of
improvements in products

New products developed due
to related efforts

Changes in cost of products
to usersfprice changes or
decreased product
maintenance)

Reduction of production
cost;

Improvement in processes
and methods of
production

Increased uniformity of
products

TlWlK YCU FOR 'fOOR CooPERATIONl

Results in an aqqregated form will be
made available to all reepcndencs to
this questionnaire.

Improved product or
process design

Improved capability to
deal with government
regulations

Irnproved capability to
cooperate wi th
university scientists
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APPENDIXC

DATA REDUCTION PROCEDURES AND RESULTS

Prior Relationships/Project Initiation

Seventeen university and nineteen industry items
in this variable domain were subjected to data reduc
tion. Figure C-2 presents the results of scaling and
factor analytic procedures. Analysis of university items
resulted in one composite variable describing the range
of prior contacts and a scale indicating the university's
role in proj ect initiation. Three individual variables
relating to the frequency of prior contacts, the grant
approval process, and the role of the IVCR program

2. Orqanlzatlonal Rank.

3. Direct Supervisory
Responsibilities

4. Indirect Supervisory
Responsibilities

5. Educational
Attainment

Description

Number of people reporting directly to re
searcher.

Course work on degree from collaborating
university.

Number of NSF grants in last five years.

Number of people reporting to researcher
through subordinates.

Highest degree obtained.

University Respondents

A composite of academic rank,thenumber
of years in academia,yearsat theuniversity
and years In current job.

The number of NSF grants received within
the lastfiveyearsand the numberonwhich
the researcher was principal investigator.

Number of years of full-time work expert
encein industry since terminal degree.

Indicates whether researcher had been a
department administrator or chairperson.

Number of non-NSF federal grants.

Industry Respondents

A composite of number of years with ftrm,
numberofyearsIn industry, numberof years
in R&D in general, number of years in R&D
at firm,and number of years in current
position.

A composite of the numberof organizational
levels between the researcher and CEO,
and between the researcher and senior
technical officer.

FigureC-l
Researcher Descriptor Variables

2. NSF Grant
Experience

VariableName

1. Seniority

1. Seniority

3. Industry Work
Experience

4. Administrative
Experience

5. Grantsmanship

6. Studied at Collab
orating University

7. NSF Grant
Experience

The basic procedure was to conduct factor analysis
in each of five variable domains: 1) researcher de
scriptors: 2) prior relationships/initation of the collab
oration; 3) project management/decision-making; 4)
coordination of project activities: and 5) benefits and
outcomes. (Data reduction for outcome measures is
described in Chapter 3.) These analyses were con
ducted separately for university and industry data sets.
The resultant factors were inspected for conceptual
coherence, and in terms of statistical criteria. The SPSS
Factor Analysis program, principal components with
iterations (oblique rotation) was used. Factors with an
eigenvalue of less than 1.0 were eliminated along with
variables with factor loading of less than .40. When a
factor was retained, respondent scores on each item
in a factor were converted to standardized z scores
and these scores were summed across items to create
a new composite variable. This section describes how
the measures were developed from the original data
and how the variables relate to one another within
variable domains."

Researcher Descriptors

A total of nine university variables and twelve indus
try variables were originally in this category. As
described in Figure C-1, university items grouped them
selves after factoring and scaling into two composite
variables-relating to seniority and NSF grant experience.
Three other experience-related individual variables
were retained for subsequent analyses.

Factor analyses of the industry variables resulted
in a similar composite seniority variable and one relat
ing to organizational rank. Also retained for subse
quent correlational analysis were five discrete vari
ables reflecting organizational status and experience.

The retained 'and constructed variables were for
the most part independent of one another (see Table
C-1). For university respondents there were signifi
cant positive correlations between administrative
experience and seniority, NSF grant experience and
administrative experience, and general grantsmanship
and industry experience. This is a logical but unre
markable set of relationships. For industry respon
dents there were three significant correlations which
reflected fairly obvious relationships between super
visory responsibilites, educational attainment, and NSF
grant experience.

* Note:: Only these correlations which were statistically significant
at p ~ .01 will be discussed.
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FigureC-2
Prior Relationships/Project Initiation Variables

Coordination of Project Activities

Scaling and factor analytic techniques were used to
aggregate the fourteen university and twenty-two indus-

Description

Number of organizational levels which ap
proved grant.

A composite of prior company Involvement
with universityproject personnel inl~ludlng
student placement aotlvltlesv supportrot
faculty research, faculty exchanqe a(~tivlties,

student research activities, contractresearch
anc! consulting relatIonships.

Tho extent to which the ldea for the project
carne from the university.

Frequency of prior contacts with tl1e unl
versity.

Number of organizational levels which ap
proved grant.

Number of groups at researcher level to
approve grant.

Whether project would have been initiated
without IUCR program.

Whether project would have been initiated
without IUCR program.

Industry Respondents

Univer:fity Respondents

A composite of the percent of team mem
bers involved in prior student placement,
in consulting, and in contract research ac
tivities in Industry.

The extent to which the idea torthe project
carne from the university.

Frequency of prior contacts with industry.

1. Range of Prior
Industry Contacts

2. University Project
Impetus

3. Frequency of Prior
Industry Contacts

4. Upper Management
Involvement in Grant
Approval

Variable/ScaleName

5. NSF as Project
Broker

6. NSF as Project
Broker

1. Range of Prior
University Contacts

2. University Project
Impetus

3. Frequency of Prior
University Contacts

4. Upper Management
Involved in Project
Approval

5. Parallel Groups
Involved

of indices. Overall, seven university and six industry
variables in the project were retained for further
analysis.

There were two sign:ificant correlations [Table C-3)
among the university variables which described re
searcher roles. For example. when the PI functioned
as a research administrator, there tended notto be
significant team input into the development and the
research plan; also the liaison role incorporated some
idea broker functions. There were five significant corre
lations among industry variables indicating some over
lap among the various roles.

were retained for further analysis. The analysis of
industry items resulted in a parallel set of composite
and single variables.

There were two significant correlations [see Table
C-2) among university respondent variables: 1) when
the university researcher had more previous contact
with the industry team, upper management of the uni
versity was more involved in project approval; 2) in
cases where the project would not have been initiated
without the IUCR program, the university researcher
played a major role in project initiation [possibly
because they were more familiar with NSF).

For industry respondents, there was one significant
correlation; the range of prior contacts by the firm
with the university tended to lead to more groups being
involved in project approval.

TableC-1
Correlations Among Ftesearcher Descriptor Variables

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

University Respondents

1. Seniority

2. NSF Grant Experience .12

3. Industry Work
Experience -.03 -.01

4. Administrative
Experience .33** ,27* -.02

5. Grantsmanship .06 .14 .26* £.06

IndustryRespondents

1. Seniority

2. Organizational Rank -.05

3. Direct Supervisory
Responsibilities -.06 -.09

4. Indirect Supervisory
Responsibilities -.09 -.19 .30**

5. Educational Attainment -.20 .08 -.08 -.25*

6. Stu'died at Collaborating
University -.12 -.13 -.09 -.11 .11

7. NSF Grant Experience .11 -.12 -.04 -.05 -.22* .01
--

* p~.01.
U p<,OO1.

Project Management and Decision-Making

This data category initially included 42 university
and 45 industry items. The factor analysis of these
items resulted in several composite variables [Figure
C-3) which tended to capture different research roles
[i.e., administrative, liaison, bureaucratic). One dis
crete variable, team involvement in the development
of the research plan, was included in the final array
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Description

interaction, and groups within the firm working with
the IUCR project were retained.

As seen in Table C-4, university scientists' interac
tion and exchange variables correlated positively while
the university's initiating role in project initiation tended
not to be related with its use as a meeting site. The
five significant correlations among industry variables
tended to highlight the individual elements which con
tribute to the level and type of exchange between
participants.

Extent to which the product staff in involved
in project.

Extent to Which the marketing staff is invol
ved in project.

Extent to which the divisional R&D staff is
involved in project.

The extent to which contacts are initiated
by the university.

The total number of communication meth
ods employed (I.e., phone, letter, face-to
face meetings).

Percent of project meetings held at the uni
versity.

Industry Respondents

The .extent to which corporate officialsl
planning staff are knowledgeable about or
involved in the project.

The extent to which contacts are initiated
by the university.

The total number of communication meth
ods employed (l.e., phone, letter, face-to
face, meetings).

Number of university scientists working at
industry site.

Number of industry scientists working at
university site.

Frequency of contacts.

Percent of project meetings at the university.

University Respondents

A composite of the number of university
researchers working at the firm site and
vice-versa, and the frequency of interaction
between teams.

FigureC-4
Coordination of Project Activity Variables

1. Amount of Exchange
and Interaction

4. University Personnel
Exchange

5. Industry Personnel
Exchange

6. Frequency of Project
Interactlon

7. University as
Meeting Site

8. Production Staff
Involvement

9. Marketing Staff
Involvement

4. University as
Meeting Site

1. Top R&D Planning/
Management
Involvement

2. University Initiation
of Contacts (Scale)

3. Range of Project
Interaction (Scale)

2. University Initiation
of Contacts (Scale)

3. Range of Project
Interaction (Scale)

10. Divisional R&D
Staff Involvement

Variable Name

tacts between teams, the two scales group those items
covering the amount of interaction, and the university's
initiation of contacts. A single variable pertaining to
the percent of meetings at the university was retained.

The analysis of industry respondent variables also
resulted in one factor and two scales. The factor indi
cates the degree of project involvement by top com
pany officials. The two scales were parallel in form
and content to the university scales. Single variables
pertaining to personnel exchanges, frequency and site of
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Table C-4
Correlations Among Project Coordination Variables

1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6. 7. 8. 9.

University Respondents

1. Range of Project Interaction

2. University Initiates Contacts -.05

3. Amount of Exchange and Interaction .22* -.05

4. University as Meeting Site -.03 -.26* .05

Industry Respondents

1. Range of Project Interaction

2. University Initiates Contacts -.02

3. University Personnel Exchange -.09 .14

4. Industry Personnel Exchange .04 .01 .29**

5. Frequency of Project Interaction .05 -.20 .10 .23*

6. University as Meeting Site .09 -.22* -.29** .26* .18

7. Top R&D/Planning Involvement in Project .19 .01 .12 .09 .18 -.04

8. Divisional R&D Involvement in Project .03 .12 .06 .12 -.12 .04 .18

9. Production Staff Involvement in Project .16 .04 -.04 .03 .03 .11 .02 .04

10. Marketing Staff Involvement in Project .16 .05 -.05 .03 -.04 -.01 .05 .14 .03

• = po;;;.01.
··=p ....OO1.
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